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Tierney’s Experience Dream
I will share something for you to illustrate how my God speaks to me and guides me directly to the truth. You be the judge.

Everyone here has probably read how I was led to the Sabbath by the Holy Spirit. But directly after having that powerful experience in 1995, I was given a dream. This dream was before I had read any of the Spirit of Prophecy mind you.

In the dream I was on board a train. [=EW 262-266] It was dark and ominous. I looked out the window and could see it was heading to an abyss. [=Rev 9:11 (Fifth Era/Trumpet {Post #36B}; Rev 11:7 Two Witnesses {Post #2} opposing Egypt-Babylon Beast (Sixth Trumpet Rev 9:13-21) {Post #36B}] It wasn't going too fast [not yet “lightning (=judgement {Post #9*}) speed” EW 263.1 = when God’s spirit will no longer pleads with men = Close of probation] so I jumped off, and headed west [{Post #26} direction of end of “East to West” Second coming ‘judgement’ procession (Matt 24:27; e.g, EW 15.2a). Also direction (Mediterranean Sea) of Elijah’s drought ending rain cloud. Contra Elijah (see Mal 4:4-6) this a presuming assumption that: the end time Har-mageddon-like, Carmel showdown has been done; {Post #36B} Israel, particularly its misleading leaders have already been punished; and that God has, and that glossingly so, forgiven the nations/Church’s sins. (contra Rev 11:13 prophetic statement) {Post #1 & #27}] while the train continued to the abyss heading south [{Post #8} (eschatologically/presently, the SDA Church) due its present abominations {Post #10; #15; #95; cf. in #1*}]. (I was raised Catholic and had no real idea about scripture's true message until lead to the Sabbath when I got off the train heading to Perdition)

(After having this dream I read about Mrs. Whites dream of the whole world on board the train heading with lightning speed to perdition and the Holy Spirit confirmed my dream.)

After the train, there was a very long journey across an open field with nothing growing on it and
I was without human companionship. [Aftermath of God’s Shaking {Post #22} and Whirlwind Judgement on SDA Church {Post #27} cf. EW 281.2 = Mal 4:6’s Earth desolation for the rejection of Third Angel’s Message {Post #11; #28}, and thus ‘lacking in true righteousness’ (Matt 5:6) {Post #34}] (I was so alone after leaving my past life, the church barely wanted anything to do with me because the testimony of my extreme conversion). [similar to his current small SDA (as seen on SDA Forums) acceptance for relatedly “extreme” prophetic revelations.]

On the other side of the field I saw a circus.[{Post #99} Definition 1: ‘A frenetic disorganized (and often comic) disturbance suggestive of a large public entertainment’ = Present disorganized and quasi-frivolous religious, and socio-economic, state of the presently Sundaykeeping Capitalist Kingdom of the North {cf. Post #8} Indeed capitalists and their shortsighted “pain or (entertaining) pleasure” ways acts like a circus’s merely well-trained animals. (Wandering/Lost 11 Tribes of God’s Israel (Rev 7:4b-8)) Tired and lonely I sought refuge there. [As detailed below, effectively doing so by adhering to, and going along with, the North’s present, prevailing predominant Capitalistic mentality {Post #31; #33}] (After 3 1/2 years of family persecution and trials in the church, one night my Dad in a drunken rage threw me out of my apartment and fired me from the family business and I left in fear of my life. Walking 10 miles across Fairbanks at 1 AM in 30 below weather I was cold and stopped to warm up in the only open business around which was a club I used to play in. The band recognized me and treated me like a long lost local hero and drew me in. That night I was offered a job and place to live making really good money but it required playing on Friday night. Reluctantly I took the job and was flown to Nome AK the next day.)

When I reached the Big Top in the dream I met a woman [= Church {Post #4}] usher [merely working there and not actually part of the “circus” {Post #32}] at the door [= entrance of the gate facing the North of the Temple’s Inner Court (cf. Ezek 8:3-6) {Post #10}] who was beautiful [attractive Church {Post #4}] and attracted to me [personally interested, and not necessarily/actually to draw him into circus {Post #37 comment link}]. (My first night in Nome I met a beautiful woman who moved right into my life)

I entered the Big Top and fought my way across the crowd to front row.[Attempted ministry to also non-SDA as with these blog post on visions] The master of ceremonies [the one who aims to conduct the circus] came in and opened a large trunk on the floor [opposite of William Miller’s relative small jewel chest (a “curiously wrought casket”) EW 81-83 {Post #37}] and announced "now you shall see the power of god" [{Post #33} claim to be able to do this vs. the deliberately delayed progress of the present fulfillement of Miller’s casket dream] and wicked fire fell from heaven and filled the trunk [=Rev 13:13ff deceiving, presently also involving Capitalism {Post #37}]. My hair stood on end because I realized that what I was witnessing was not from God, so I fought with all my strength to turn around and make my way back to the door. [where, as shown in Ezek 8:4, the 4 Living Creatures {Post #26} glory of God [Ezek 1] was] When I got there I turned around and everyone in the tent was consumed. [Obviously it was not the fire that fell which, would have been instantly, consumed them, but the aftermath of following that (Capitalistic) false light {Post #36A; #36B; #99}] (After my fall, breaking the Sabbath, I went as far as working for Ozzy again and God opened to my mind the fulfillment of this dream to be
awakened from the lure of the big top.)

At the door was another [not the same] beautiful woman [Church, Now formally established Church Triumphant (= RH, May 27, 1890 par. 6) = NJK Project’s now new Remnant Church {Post #144}- more bold in its concealed Elisha-era (cf. 2 Kgs 10:18-33) judgment mission than prior Church organization]. (The very night I gave my notice to everyone that I was retiring again from the Circus, and for good, I met another beautiful woman who tormented [as in God’s Hell judgement (see Rev 20:11-15), torment involves trying to get someone to confess the Truth. {Post #17} This is also priorly, typologically, done to Mark of the Beast adherents (see Rev 14:9-11; 19:20; cf. 14:17-20]) {Post #17} me for three years [Manifestly, though “converted” by then, he had merely associated with that woman solely based on outward beauty; without also taking into consideration here “inner content/character”]) She had a football in her hand [evidently (quasi-competitively) playful/game {Post #21}] (we broke up on the night of the Superbowl) and she threw it at me and taunted me saying "come on tough guy, throw it at me with all your might." [My Rev 17 blog post comment challenge to engage in an (exegetical/serious) discussion on that, and perhaps other posts {Post #37}] I didn't want to hurt her so I threw it respectfully hard [serious intention] but restrained [not actually following through, satisfied with typical, patronizing, vacuous and purely for appearances response] and she caught it with ease [no challenge at all {cf. Post #1*}] and said "is that all you've got?" {= recently posted P.O.D. song reference in Post #17*} [with SDA’s, present level of non-exegetical Biblical knowledge results in overall spiritual blindness and deficiency {Post #21; #95}] and then the master of Ceremonies [manifestly that MC was not also consumed, thus was really Satan himself, the leader of the false fire from Heaven delusion. =EW 266-269 (SDA) Special Covetousness {Post #11} Snare on heels of Spiritualism Snare (=‘one can trangress God’s law and/or ignore what he has said/counsell’d and be successful and saved’) for other Christians (EW 262-265) {Post #37}] stood beside me [indication of support] and said "let me try" [“try”, success not guaranteed cf. Luke 23:31-32] and he knocked her off her pedestal [manifestly euphemistically speaking of knocking someone off of their “high horse”. That “Woman’s|Church’s” pedestal position was in direct opposition to, (yet, in appearance, in imitation of) the North Gate’s “Idol of Jealousy” that had been set up/seated in God’s Temple (Ezek 8:3, 5-6) {Post #10}]. (I tried so hard to convert her to being an SDA. But to reward me she would do the most hateful things against me with other men.) [Effort to, out of a false understanding of God’s Truth, {Post #18; #144*} see to convert that seemingly {Post #3**; #23; #99} apostate (for radical judgement purposes as in 1 Kgs 22:19-23 & 2 Kgs 10:18-30) NJK Project: (=God’s New Remnant Movement). With the Master of Ceremonies “aiding” him in ‘knocking that woman (= Church Triumphant (Rev 19:8-9; 21:9-11ff) off her “pedestal”’, it seems that the MC, the one who had ‘made the evil fire come down from heaven and filled the trunk’, had done something good for him, and was thus his friend; -as in, but circularly most spuriously, a “the enemy of my enemy is my friend” way. {Post #33} Thus this is at best a collaboration, at worst, a friendship, with the Devil himself. Again due to having a Capitalistic mentality (Matt 24:24 deceiving) {cf. Post #31}]

I walked away very sad in the dream and looked back and saw [really, deeming/assumingly perceived] her in his arms and laughing. (she got swept up in the Rock and roll world I got her
access to, and would not come out.) [More of the purposefully, veiledly {Post #20} deceptive apostate facade for due {Post #23} judgement {Post #22; #27} (cf. Isa 28:11-13; 21; 45:7) {Post #99}]...and that MC naturally also is the Capitalism Adhering, Reverencing, and Self-Order SDA Church with Tierney by now also thinking, as he has indeed expressed, that I, ‘like other SDA’s who are against him’, am also doing what that rejecting of him as they are.

Leaving the Circus to the north [thus now facing and heading south] I next {= from Vision #19 [cf. Post #23] organization, the historical/historicist East (=start of Second Coming EW 15.2a area] [Post #26] walked into a field of wheat that was white with kernels. [his “East field” view based on his Red Heifer vision and understanding] There was just a sliver of sunlight [Spiritually = Righteousness [Post #34]; Temporally = Economy [Post #9*] remaining above the horizon to my left {facing South so (from “my View”) of the East (=waning SDA opportunity to have Historical/Historicist Second Coming fulfillment realized vs. Eschatological one [Post #24]; From his East Field view/understanding, that area to his left is the South, and thus the Kingdom of the South - the SDA Church [Post #8] [however “sliver of sunlight left” only naturally occurs in a sunset, which occurs in the opposite direction, the West. So it is really depictively indicating that SDA chance to have the Second Coming occur is indeed presently setting. Thus this is a last chance; if ever needed; [cf. Post #1]; On the other hand, yet with the same meaning, and more precisely so, this would have been the light of a “setting” moon in the east, as at sunrise which symbolically represents the setting of the Old Covenant to be superceded by a new covenant. Thus now, the replacing of the SDA Church’s covenant (Church Militant) with that of the FSZC’s covenant, the brighter, more beneficial and illuminating, everlasting covenant of the Church Triumphant, and the light was golden (= very best, but only if fully appreciated [see in Post #24] also color of the moon as it is setting], shimmering above the wheat [In the East field]. Wheat kernels [Post #22] are potentially, but now all but condemnedly dead [Post #99], previously righteous, in the SDA Church [Post #36B’s Fifth Trumpet Sifting vs. Shaking];*

*See (1) James dream correction and (2) my corresponding interpretive correction for this entire section above highlighted in green at the following two blog post comments (now reposted below, since James has deleted them, also on pages 13-15 of this online copy*):


June 30, 2012 04:52 P.M.
(1)
http://redheifersbloodysweat.blogspot.com/2011/12/red-heifer.html?showComment=1341089523553#c2604528670087183836

I see now where you could misunderstand what I wrote.

I meant to say "while leaving the circus (south), I was heading North with the sun setting to my left (West).

These images in orientation are how I knew which way I was heading because of the
placement of the sun's light during the course of the Journey. The way it was illustrated in the dream was very significant and I thank you for clarifying the issue to be able to give a clearer picture of how it was shown.

Sorry about the confusion.

July 2, 2012 2:21 PM
(2a)
http://redheifersbloodysweat.blogspot.com/2011/12/red-heifer.html?showComment=1341253315431#c2776382995454980825

No problem. I can understand how the mistake was made particularly given the fact that you used that lone readily recognisable directional indicator to orient yourself for the entire dream. I had a very similar experience in a ‘vision of the night’, (which I make allusion to in <a href=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/01/four-living-creatures-throughout-bible.html#19th>this post</a>) where it was a thunderstorm and then white cloud that had moved to one side of building we were in and in the vision I was frantically trying to get clueless onlooking SDA to recognize that ‘This was the Sign of the Son of Man’ (=EW 15.2), in a couple of audible shouts which woke me up and ended that revelation, I used that lone directional indicator which I knew from the SOP was to occur in the East, to figure out the rest of the 3 other directions which I had seen myself go to and/or look towards. So since you readily saw that direction in your dream where there was ‘a sliver of sunlight left’ as naturally being the place where the does Sun sets, then I can understand how you would see that this was the West, and also be able to identify the other directions involved in your dream. (As you have not yet done so, I recommend that you make the correction on that <a href=http://www.maritime-sda-online.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=141347#Post141347>MSDAOL post</a> as other may cavil at the ‘sun setting in the East’ notion straightly understood from how it is expressed there.) Interestingly/Tellingly enough in my vision, the only cardinal point which I did not pointedly engage was what SDA’s were considering as “the North”, but which was “the West” to me (matching the directional sides of OT Israel’s “temporal” prophetic destiny.) [See my discussion of the different “Temporal (=Israel - Kingdom) vs. Spiritual (=SDA - Church) directional viewings in <a href=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/01/four-living-creatures-throughout-bible.html>this post</a>,-around the Illustration with the “Four Living Creatures & Camp Location” caption.]. And the side which SDA’s were considering as “the West”, which itself represents the end of all things, was Temporally “the South” to me. (= Kingdom of the South = Judah = SDA Church) to me.

So I now see that my derived “setting (super)moon in the East” interpretation does not then apply here, and that is just as well since, it is rather according to my understanding, that though I see the moon as representative of a Religious Economy, it, in relation to the SDA Church, actually goes beyond their various preferred religious practices, but by actually what God had revealed to the Remnant Church through EGW and what they had managed to discover in the Bible. So the interpretation now would instead, but somewhat similarly be, that, with the sun
about to set in the West, and with the Sun representing (Christ’s) Righteousness (Mal 4:2), it is being pointed out in your dream that the daylight time for “harvest” (John 4:35) was about to set. So the harvesting work would have to be quickly done, if it ever was going to be done “that day”. But with the striking joining of the “harvest” theme with a coming “setting”, I am seeing this as a ‘setting of the harvest’ thus ‘ending of the harvest season’ and thus a pointed allusion to Jeremiah’s statement in relation to Judah: Jer 8:20: “Harvest is past, summer is ended, And we are not saved.” It is a statement which has reference to the Shaking of the Church. And so, if the Church does not indeed act to produce their expected harvest, their time and window of opportunity will pass, but not inconsequently so, for this “spoiling of God’s harvest” it will be imputed as sin against them. There are indeed presently ‘not enough workers’ in/from the SDA Church to properly reap that harvest. (=Matt 9:37)

(cont’d)

and

July 2, 2012 2:22 PM
(2b)
http://redheifersbloodysweat.blogspot.com/2011/12/red-heifer.html?showComment=1341253349890#c8564788004726118380

(cont’d)

As I read that you ‘woke up right after/upon that Matt 9:37 statement, I’ll share what I have come to see/learn from similar points where I suddenly wake up from my dream/vision, (as it was the case in my experience above). As I see the pointed meaning of this, this is God’s way of emphatically saying/showing that ‘this is the present real life point where you are now at’ and by dutiful implication, this is then to be a major focus in whatever work or message we are doing. So I am seeing here that God is expecting you to help raise up more workers for God’s harvest from the SDA Church. As I also have seen, it is only when people begin to engage in this harvest work that they then will truly and fully see how much they need to engage in the candid and honest soul searching experience of Gethsemane, in both pleading for others, even carrying their (sin-derived) burden, as did Christ, but also searching themselves to see how they are aligning with the will of God. As I commonly say based on this observation: “It is more important to seek to (practically) do what is right, rather merely/first seek to (intellectually) be right”, because doing what is right will automatically lead one to be right, while being right may not lead one to also do what is right. That pointedly applies to the Gospel of Christ and the True understanding of His Righteousness. (See <a href=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/1888-message-for-today.html>this post</a>)

(By the way, I don’t know if you ever received my emailed (at your msn email) PDF draft of jotted interpretive commenting on this ‘Speeding Train’ dream of yours, wherewith I am also seeing a secondary application to it. If not, you can download a copy <a href=http://www.njkproject.info/wbsc/documents/Tierney4CardinalPoints.pdf>here</a>. It now
includes a correcting update for the ‘Sun setting in West’ issue discussed here.) There are some other issue which you may want to further discuss and/or clarify. You can contact me by email if you prefer, (see my email in my <a href=http://www.blogger.com/profile/06869482197277660277>blog’s profile</a>, or publicly discuss them here (or another place of your choice). That would be helpful as I will likely do a formal blog posting of that dream in your section in my <a href=http://nj japjproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html>Testing blog post</a>. I have been doing the same beneficial correction and/or discussion clarifying thing with Eugene Shubert. (See <a href=http://www.everythingimportant.org/SDA/viewtopic.php?p=6995&sid=e6ffae0263cbe7890472a770a83d87d7#p6995>here</a>)

[Interpretation continued]
I heard the Still Small Voice [Holy Spirit’s (Latter Rain {Post #19}) call ] say "the harvest is plentiful but the workers are few" [Matt 9:37’s call to engage in harvesting work = Gospel proclamation; which now require tangible, Gethsemane like self-denial efforts {Post #9} vs. a mere navel-gazing/self-focused/introspective “meditative” {see in Post #19} contemplation of Gethsemane. That is the only way how the “golden” Num 19 Red Heifer message/light will ever be fully understood {cf. Post #17}] and I woke up from the dream. [He was, as Theologically accurate {Post #3}, not shown doing this harvesting work, even if by himself {Post #9}, thus did not heed that, indeed merely suggestive/indicative and non-compelling/forceful (= 16MR 32.2), “Still Small Voice {Post #25} of God’s Spirit.] {Post #19}

Every single aspect of the dream has been perfectly fulfilled all the way to the end. Not one aspect has failed. My God showed me before hand exactly how I would be tested and fail [Really “failed” by not being more diligent to ascertain the actual character of that second beautiful woman (=the True Church Triumphant), only relying upon outward appearances (cf. 1 Sam 16:6-7; Isa 5:20) {Post #21} which then led him to obliviously accept that the MC had aided him {cf. Post #5} in knocking down that “woman”. MC = SDA’s =2 Thess 2:8-11 = the Overmastering “Angel of Light” Deception of Satan {Post #33}] and brought through the mix to a perfect end. [Actually, in the ‘non-ripening of the, ready harvest’, as the Holy Spirit’s John 4:35 lamenting was calling for, this is an interrupted/unfulfilled {Post #1 & #32}, and not “perfect” (i.e., completed) end] I love my Lord [Matt 7:21:23 {Post #99}; John 15:12-14 {Post #34}] more after all I've been through.

Since my permanent retirement from the 'circus' I have been lead to a wonderful ministry. I started a Smoothie shop before the recession and was privileged to teach thousands of people about the Sabbath by being closed on Sabbath and the health reform message by naming the shop "Pulse" after Daniel 1:12. I have started to receive more and more insight by dreams and visions and impressions and I'm closer to Christ now than ever.[Most telling to me how the Great Recession manifestly is what caused that 'enterprising-ministry attempt by James to end. That is indeed God’s way of showing that such Capitalistic attempts to do conduct His work will not be able to, especially sustainedly, complete His Gospel mandate, especially “fully”, and that SDA’s will, as here, always be fatefully tied to whatever affects that spurious, and Satan-delusion socio-
I have seen miracles and such amazingly powerful answers to prayer that I will never change my mind again. I am sealed because the sealing “is not any seal or mark that can be seen, but a settling into the truth, both intellectually and spiritually, so they cannot be moved—The S.D.A. Bible Commentary 4:1161 (1902). {LDE 219.4}

[If a Spiritual Revelation/Experience contradicts the Word of God, then it is neither God’s Spirit and thus, certainly not his sealing work.]

This is my testimony in the name of Christ Jesus our redeemer.